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Description Stock #331213 - 2020 Jayco Redhawk 29XK. Ready for the next
adventure.Introducing the Exceptional 2020 Jayco Redhawk 29XKThe open road
beckons! Embark on your travel adventures with this well-maintained 2020 Jayco
Redhawk 29XK, having logged only 15,000 miles.The Redhawk is not your
everyday motorhome. It shines with its unique features and extraordinary build
quality.Comfortably accommodating up to 8 people, the Redhawk's private queen
bed at the rear ensures a peaceful night's sleep after a day of exploration.A
standout among its features is the U-shaped dinette, a rarity in many RVs. This
multi-functional space serves as a hub for dining and socializing or an extra
sleeping spot, enhancing the convenience of your travel experiences.Climate
control is no hassle, thanks to the 15,000 BTU air conditioner and 31,000 BTU
furnace, ensuring optimal comfort in any weather conditions.The Onan 4,000-watt
generator keeps you powered up wherever you are, and sizable water and waste
tanks make utility management a breeze.The 13-foot electric awning creates the
perfect space for outdoor leisure while the exterior speakers keep the music
flowing.Experience adventure and luxury with the 2020 Jayco Redhawk 29XK -
your perfect partner for memorable journeys.We are looking for people all over
the country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our
product and like the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot]
PopSells [dot] com to learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers - your offer
may be accepted! Submit your offer today!Reason for selling is health
reasons.You have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to
discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell
thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll
get started selling your RV today.
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2020 Class C Jayco Redhawk $83,400
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Basic information Year: 2020
Stock Number: 331213
VIN Number: rvusa-331213
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 29

Item address 33837, Davenport, Florida, United States
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